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Foreword
By Dr. Patricia Carrington, 

EFT Founding Master
The challenge of writing a manual for Level 2 EFT training is not to be taken 

lightly. This is especially true today when so much information has accrued in the 
field since the time EFT’s founder, Gary Craig, wrote his original manual for this 
method. Fortunately, Ann Adams and Karin Davidson, the authors of this book, 
have triumphed over the many difficulties involved and have produced a truly 
valuable and authoritative guide to the clinical use of EFT.

I have always been interested in the challenge of teaching EFT Level 2 where 
we move from the basic practices taught in Level 1 up to where we begin to apply 
EFT clinically. The trick here is to keep the all-important foundational teaching 
while highlighting appropriate innovation. This is not easily done, but it is exactly 
what the authors of this book have accomplished so impressively. They keep you 
at all times on track and organized.

They also keep you interested and involved as you read the book – which is 
really a feat for a manual. I usually look upon a coursebook as a somewhat dry, 
necessarily obsessive, tome. This manual is detailed to be sure, but with just the 
right amount of detail. It never distracts you with unnecessary information nor 
repeats dry facts. It does not weigh you down with unnecessary passing fads or 
less than important innovations. It remains with what is important and clarifies 
it admirably.

The authors also give examples – a plethora of them. I love to see really good 
examples used in a teaching format. With them, the content becomes alive and 
meaningful.

The result is a book that can be relied upon to be used to teach EFT to oth-
ers – easily, effectively and with clinical acumen. The Adams-Davidson manual is 
clear, precise and solid.

I am particularly impressed by what they have accomplished because I 
remember what the field was like at its inception when I read Dr. Roger Callahan’s 
first book on meridian tapping (The Five Minute Phobia Cure). The book did not 
have a very convincing title, I must admit, but I was startled by the effectiveness 
of the method it taught. “Tapping” literally revolutionized my practice as a clini-
cal psychologist because I could suddenly do things for people that I had never 
been able to do before, not even been able to approach, during my traditional 
practice as a psychotherapist.

I soon found myself developing a simplified, single-algorithm approach 
that was much easier to teach and administer than Roger’s. I called it Acutap 
and taught it to numerous people for almost eight years until I discovered Gary 
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Craig’s EFT method. I soon collapsed my Acutap method into Gary’s Emotional 
Freedom Techniques (EFT) and the rest is history. 

I want to thank Ann and Karin for their diligent work, their unfailing accu-
racy of detail, and for the integrity and balanced tone they manage to maintain 
throughout the book. These things are not only essential to me as a professional 
but also, more importantly, add to the respect with which our field will be viewed 
in the future.

As today’s up-to-date and authoritative training manual for EFT’s Level 2, 
this book stands unchallenged.
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